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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ATP Acceptance Test Procedure
CDR Critical Design Review
CCAS Centre of Curvature sensor
CCD Charge-coupled Device (Camera)
IEC International Electro technical Commission
HW Hardware
N/A Not applicable to this Specification
PDR Preliminary Design Review
SALT Southern African Large Telescope
SW Software
TBC To Be Confirmed
TBD To Be Determined
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DEFINITIONS
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1 Scope

1.1 Identification

This document specifies the safety analysis of all subsystems of the Southern African
Large Telescope. The document still illustrates the most critical phase of the design, the
concept and definition phase. The"document shall be updated from time to time so that
it can reflect current SALT phase. This document is based on the guidelines of the IEC
61508-5 standard.

1.2 Purpose

The document identifies the undesirable events, which can cause injuries to personnel,
damage to the telescope equipment and interruption of the telescope operation.  SALT
safety analysis shall be incorporated to subsystems specification as guidelines for safe
operating of the telescope system.  Figure 1 shows the typical lifecycle phases of a
design and development of the SALT project, the standard project phase related
activities and safety activities focused on safety related equipment and devices. This
document may be used to evaluate and test subsystems to ensure compliance to the
design specification and it shall also be used to monitor safety during trial operations.
 Table 2 in section 6 describes the undesirable events, failure causes and preventive
measures.

2 Referenced documents

SALT1000AS0007 SALT System Specification
SALT1000AS0032 SALT Electrical Requirement
IEC 61508-5 Functional safety of electrical/ electronics/ programmable

electronic safety related systems

3 Applicability

This safety analysis document, although primarily intended for application during the
design process of the telescope system, is also applicable to problem solving during
telescope operation.  Results of analysis shall serve as an input to the determination of
the failure causes, probabilities and preventive measures.  Subsystem project managers
can use this document to analyse the safety of their subsystems and determine if the
safety risk involved in a subsystem is at acceptable level while in conformance with the
design of the telescope system.  The purpose of all protective systems is to maintain a
known, quantified risk level or to minimise the risk to an acceptable level.  SALT design
philosophy shall be in line with acceptable principle of “The higher the risk, the more
likely risk reduction devices using different types of technology are combined to one
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safety related system capable of providing required safety function”.  This document
shall be applicable through out the life of the telescope as described in section 5. 
Subsystem Contractors shall submit a safety analysis and plan prior to final design of
the subsystem in order to convince SALT team that safety has been incorporated in
their plan.

4 Definitions

There are different ways to determine the safety risk level for a specified safety
function. SALT shall attempt to have a tolerable risk as low as reasonable practicable
(ALARP), as described in IEC standard 61508-5. The basic principle defines the
following:

4.1 Hazard SEVERITY categories:

Severity A – Catastrophic failure, which may result in severe injury, death or
major damage to the telescope.

Severity B – Critical failure, which may result to minor injury and also interruption
of telescope operation for more than one week.

Severity C – Marginal failure, which may result to interruption of telescope
operation and cannot be repaired the same night.

Severity D – Negligible failure, which may result to interruption of telescope and
can be repaired the same night.

4.2 Hazard occurrence FREQUENCY categories:

Frequent  (F) – More than 1 per year
Probable (P) – 1 per year
Occasional (O) – 1 per 10 years
Remote  (R) – 1 per 100 years
Improbable (I) – 1 per 1000 years

4.3 Risk Classes

Class I – intolerable
Class II – undesirable, tolerable only if risk reduction is impracticable and too

expensive
Class III – tolerable if costs for risk reduction is higher than the improvement

gained
Class IV – negligible risk.
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The four parameters in the risk classification matrix can be combined with the purpose
to identify the tolerable risk levels for different risks. Table 1 is the SALT risk
classification matrix; which shall be used to ensure that the designs are practical and
safe to implement.  For practical use of the matrix the probability categories have to be
quantified carefully and the meaning of hazard severity of each system be specified.
The effect of hazard and the frequency of occurrence (Probabilities) can be determined
by using reliability calculations, failure mode and effects analysis.

Hazard severity CategoryHazard Occurrence
Frequency (Probability) A

Catastrophic
B

Critical
C

Marginal
D

Negligible
Frequent I I I II
Probable I I II III
Occasional I II III III
Remote I III III IV
Improbable II III IV IV

Table 1

4.4 Status

Each identified undesirable event may be in one of the following four phases of
resolutions:

Initial (I) –   SALT initial safety analysis
Unacceptable (U)–    No acceptable design solutions found yet(Risk too high)
Acceptable (A) –   Acceptable design solutions found (Risk okay)
Verified (V) –   Solutions has been verified and implemented

4.5 Safety Committee

The Safety Committee shall consist of SALT Subsystem managers, System engineer,
Control engineer and co-opted members.  The purpose of the Safety Committee is to
review the identified hazard and their proposed solutions.

5 Safety Analysis Procedure

Risk identification and risk reduction form an integral part of the acquisition, operation
and maintenance, and the disposal phases of product or astronomical telescope and
instruments. Figure 1 shows the typical lifecycle phases of the design and development
activities of SALT project, the standard project phase related activities and the safety
activities focused on safety related equipment and devices.
This document shall be used to develop and compare alternative concepts during
concept design phase to satisfy the original design. All the concepts shall be analysed
by the project team with respect to the inherent manufacturing, test, installation,
operation, maintenance hazards and risks. Based on the results of the analysis overall
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safety requirements shall be defined for SALT system.
This document initially contains a preliminary safety analysis for SALT. Subcontractors
shall review and expand this analysis to adequately assess the risk of safety related
failures of their supplied equipment.  During this process, they shall provide details of
the safety measures proposed or/ and implemented in their equipment for approval by
the SALT Safety Committee.  This document shall be updated accordingly.  The
subcontractors shall demonstrate that the safety measures proposed have been
implemented and they provide adequate protection.
Risks of class I (as defined in Table1) are not acceptable. All risks of class II and III need
to be approved by the SALT Safety Committee. The figure below clearly demonstrates
the three regions that Subcontractors may use as test in regulating risks in their designs.
 

Figure 1

Risk cannot be
justified

As the risk is reduced, it
is necessary to spend
more to reduce it further

It is necessary to maintain
assurance that risk
remains at this level

Tolerable only if further risk
reduction is impractical or
cost is more than
improvement gained

Intolerable

Tolerable

Broadly Accepted
Region

Negligible risk

(Risk is undertaken
only if a benefit is
desired)
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Design and Development Activities Life Cycle Phase Safety Related Activities

The product life cycle phase during which
the requirements are specified

1. Initial Hazard Risk Analysis
2. Definition of safety requirement
3. Subsystem Safety Analysis
4. Safety requirement allocation to risk reduction

methods(s/w, h/w, elect, mech.)

The product life cycle phase which h/w
and s/w are created and documented as
designs and documentation such as
operation and maintenance instructions
are produced

1. Risk reduction method specification
2. Safety requirement allocation to h/w and s/w
3. Overall risk reduction operation, maintenance,

verification, installation planning.
4. Hardware and software design and development.
5. Review subsystem safety analysis and preventive

measures
6. Review and update SALT safety analysis doc
7. Assess system safety

The product life cycle phase during which
product / system is produced, and system
is assembled.

1. Realisation of all h/w and s/w
2. Risk reduction method integration and safety

verification.
3. Functional verification of the risk methods and

measures.

The product life cycle phase during which
the product / system is installed.

1. Installation, commissioning and verification of risk
reduction methods.

2. Safety visit and inspection of equipments

The product life cycle phase during which
the product / system is put to use,
maintained and supported.

1. Overall operation and maintenance
2. Controlled modifications

Figure 2

6 Tables of safety risk events

Table 2 below is the list of potential safety risk events, which have been identified by
the SALT team.  The potential risk events identified in this document is merely a
guideline but the contractors are required to carry out a thorough safety analysis of
the subsystem which they are responsible for.  Since this is an iterative process, the
client shall require to see the safety analysis and plan carried out by the contractors
in order to address the safety issue prior to acceptance testing.  All elements of
safety covered under this section shall be incorporated into the design of the
subsystem.
The contractors shall demonstrate that no single point failure can lead to loss of life,
serious injury to personnel or damage to equipment (Severity A).  Some of the events
described here do not yet comply with the requirement of Table 1, so the suggested
preventive measures are not yet adequate.

6.1 Tracker subsystem

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

Concept Definition
And Design Phase

Design& Development
Phase

Manufacturing
Phase

Installation Phase

Operation and
Maintenance Phase
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

This undesirable event can occur as a result of first level causes
1 and 2 or
1 and 3 or
3 below
1. Uncontrolled movements • Accidental power the actuators

through short circuit
• Braking Mechanism failure
• Communication failure
• Controller failure
• Sensor failure
• Software errors or bugs
• TCS issues wrong commands

• Short circuit protection e.g. fuse,
trip switch

• Regular maintenance on
pneumatic brakes

• Emergency stop
• Design fail safe control system
• Safe initialisation or start up

R

2. End stops fail • Breaking due to fatigue
• Bad design of the end stops
• End stops not installed properly

• Design system such that it does
not hit end stops

• Design fail safe system
• Robust network
• Fatigue analysis of end stop
• Use Gozilla clamps to prevent

tracker from falling

I

6.1.1  Tracker falling off the
beam

3. Guides break • One actuator stalls while the
other moves

• Over-speed control failure
• Misalignment of the drives with

bearing ways
• Bearing breaks
• Due to skewing

• Design fail safe system, cut
power off if speed control detects
different speeds in excess of
limits

• Skewing protection system must
be independent of the servo and
encoder system

• Skew sensor must be sensitive to
small misalignment

A

R

The undesirable event can occur as a result of the following first level causes
1 and 2 or
1 and 3 or
1 and 4or
3 and 4

I

1. Someone on the Tracker • Operator overrides the
interlocks

• No warnings in the control room
about person on the tracker

• Lock out switch faulty

• Emergency stops mobile
• Lockout switch
• Microphones in the dome
• Post warning signs about work

carried out at Tracker

P

2. Any un-commanded Tracker
movement

Refer to uncontrolled movements in
6.1.1

I

3. Operator does not know that,
there is someone on the
tracker

• Unauthorised entry to the
tracker system

• Video does not work

• Maintenance personnel carry
radio to the dome

• Unauthorised entry to the Tracker
is prohibited

• Microphones in the dome

I

6.1.2  Un-planned tracker
movement while person on the tracker

4. Operator error • Interlock does not work
• Operator does not follow

procedure
• Operator overrides interlock

• Install lockout switch
• Procedure in place
• CCTV on the tracker
• Audio system conveying sounds

to control room
• Emergency stops

A

I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

This undesirable event can occur as a result of the first level causes
1 and 2
1 and 3

R

1. Un-controlled movements Refer to uncontrolled movements in
6.1.2 above

I

2. Pneumatic brakes failure • Sudden loss of air for the brakes
• Pressure pipe broken

• Use overload trip protection with
mechanical stops

• Design fail safe system

6.1.3 The Payload carriage
slides down Y-bridge and not stopping

3. End stops fail Refer to 6.1.1

A

R

This undesirable event can happen as a result of causes:
1 and 2
1 only below

I

1. Harness/Lanyard fails to
stop person from falling off
the Tracker

• Lanyard is broken or damaged
• Lanyard clips is not locked

properly into close position
• Poor quality make of harnesses

or lanyards

• Implement safety rules regarding
maintenance work on the Tracker
or similar heights

• Install hand rails for person to hold
on to in case of emergency

• Do maintenance on lanyards

I

6.1.4 People falling off the
Tracker

2. Person slips and falls • The other end of lanyard is not
attached to the stationary point

• Person detached both lanyards
before moving to other location
and he falls

• Person not wearing full body
harness

• Person wearing wrong harness
i.e. Diaper harness

• Implement fall protection
guidelines for personnel

• Install temporary working
platforms during maintenance

A

I

1. Short circuit in the
electronics box

• Cooling system failure
• Glycol pipe broken
• Thermal measurement failure

• Design alarm system to cut
power

• Overload trip switches

I

2. Hot or burning motors/
actuators

• Short circuit faults
• Overload trip failure
• Under-designed cables
• Thermal load trip switches

• Implement backup trip protection
systems

• Install fire extinguishers
• Smoke detectors

R

6.1.5 Tracker catching fire

3. Person welding or smoking • Flammable material at the
Tracker

• No smoking or open flame
allowed at the Tracker

A

I

6.1.6 Injury to person while on
the Tracker

1. Refer to 6.1.2 B I

1. Glycol supply pipe bursts • Pressure too high
• Glycol pipe undersized

• Design adequate size pipes
• Alarms to indicate pressure drop

or leaks

R

2. Pipe connector breaks • Corrosion
• Ageing
• Poor quality or substandard

equipment

• Inspect ion and maintenance on
system

• Design and install quality products

R

6.1.7 Glycol leak damaging
equipment (Primary mirror and
electronics)

3. Tracker damages glycol
pipes

• Poor cable and glycol lines
layout design

• Design layout for Glycol pipes
routing to be far from tracker
motions

C

I

This undesirable event can occur as a result of first level causes below:
1 and 2 or
2 and 3

R6.1.8 Damage to equipment due
to overheating: e.g. motors, cameras
etc

1. Liquid cooling system failure • Pump failure
• Pipes broken or blocked
• Level sensing alarm faulty

• Sound the alarm if temperature
rises

• Shut down power above operating
temperature

B

R
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

2. Temperature measurement
system failure

• Temperature alarm system
failure

• Thermal measurement I/O
cards failure

• Routine maintenance

3. Operator does not notice
coolant failure alarm

• Alarm failure • Sound alarm and flashing type
• Automatically turn off power to

affected system

R

1. Dew point measuring
system failure

• Electronics failure
• Failure alarms faulty

I

2. Operator error R
3. Sudden change in humidity I

6.1.9 Condensation due to cold
surfaces e.g. cold glycol pipes with
condensation may drip water on to
electronics or segments

4. Glycol being too cold

D

I

6.1.10 Poisonous substances or
gasses

1. Leaking or exposed
poisonous substance

2. Personnel ignorant of poison
or gasses

• Pipe carrying cryotyger burst or
broken

• Use protective clothing
• Train personnel
• Have procedure in place

B I

1. Beam skew protection
system failure

• Skewing sensor failure
• Warning alarm to TCS fails
• Interlock which cuts off power to

motor fails
• Pneumatic brakes fail
• Both upper and lower encoders

faulty
• X-drives speed control failure

• Beam skew protection system
design must be independent of
tracker motion control system

• Install a sensor which is sensitive
to misalignment

• Motion control system or skew
protection must cut off power at
the detection of misalignment

• Emergency stop

R

2. Bearing and gangways
mismatch

• Design fault
• Gangways sagging due to

loading
• Bearing failure or gangway

blocked

• Good bearing design
• Cover the ways and drives

against dust with bellows

I

6.1.11 Tracker damaging itself

1. Dome shutters fail to close • Shutter motor fails
• Shutter controller fails
• Power failure to the shutter

motor
• Slip ring failure to supply power

to the motor

• Backup mechanism to close
shutter be installed

• Put Shutter on emergency power
circuit

• Radio control shutter opening and
closing

B

R

6.2 Telescope Structure

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 and 2
or 3

I

1. Central Pintle bearing fails • Heavy wind conditions
• Facility Interface design fault
• Leave flexure system designed

• Design Reviews to address issues. I

6.2.1 Structure falling off the pier

2. Structural failure i.e. foot
breaks off

• Design fatigue • Design Reviews to address issues.

A

I

1. Solenoid valve fails
(See Also 6.1.2 on the Tracker)

• Accidental power the drives
through short circuit

• Braking Mechanism failure
• Controller failure
• TCS issues wrong commands

• Design fail safe system, cut power
off if speed control detects speeds
in excess of limits

2. Encoder failure • Sensor failure
• Software errors or bugs
• 

• 

6.2.2 Un-planned movement of
structure

3. Motor drive failure • Structure Controller failure • 

B I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

1. Loose bolts or nuts
2. Too much vibration on

structure

• Design structure with Minimal
vibrations

• Torque bolts/nuts
• Secure add-ons properly
• Wear hard hats

1. Person falling • Due to structure rotating
• Slips from the structure

• Wear safety harnesses I

2. Person get his hand stuck
under the air-bearings

• Operator error
• Operator does not know that there

is person working in the under
structure

• Control system faulty
• Air bearing loosing air during

power failure

• Control system and interlocks
design must be good

I

6.2.3 Injury to person on
telescope structure

3. Person get struck by a falling
equipment

• Refer to Tracker

B

R

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 and 2 and 3

I

1. Soft stop failure • Software control system failure
• Azimuth encoder fail to
• Motor controller failure

• Design fail safe system
• Warning alarms

R

2. Electrical stop failure •  Limit switch get stuck in either
open or close position

• Alternative method to sensing that
Cable wrap is going beyond this
limit

• Electrical interlocks implemented

I

6.2.4 Cable wrap goes beyond
limits

3. Emergency limit stop •  Telescope structure runs away • Hardwired safety series
Interlocks cuts power off

A

I

6.2.5 Equipment damage due to
condensation

1. Refer to 6.2.11 D I

This event can occur as a result of the first level cause below
2 or
1 and 3 or 4

I

1. Telescope operator error • Overriding the interlocks
• Operator does not know that man

lift is not retracted
• Press the wrong button on TCS

• Emergency stop
• Operator and maintenance must be

in radio contact at all times,
• Robust interlock systems
• Stow warning indicators in the

control room
• Safety lock out system
• Structure speed limits (10% 0f full

speed) implemented
• Fail safe limit sensors cut power

and apply brakes regardless of
anything else

R

2. Man-lift operator error Refer to 6.1.2 I

3. Safety interlock failure • Control Logic faults
• Power off in Interlock panel

I

6.2.6 Structure running into man
lift or Dome crane

4. Uncontrolled structure
movements

Refer to 6.2.2 • 

B

I

1. Procedural error • Tools or equipment left during
maintenance

• Implement safety interlocks during
maintenance

• Pier covered by part of the structure
design

P6.2.7 Structure moving while
obstruction on the pier

2. Un-controlled movement of
the structure

• Refer to 6.1.2

C

I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

1. Sudden loss of air pressure in
air bearings

• Pipe leaks or burst
• Regulating valve fails
• Pump failure
• Airbag burst

• Size pipes adequately
• Proven system
• Interlocks system to detect

sudden loss of air-pressure
• Independent air flow to air

bearings

I6.2.8 Air bearing failure while
structure is rotating result to damage
to pier

2. Airbag burst • Routine inspection
• Maintenance

A

I

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 or 2
1. Unstable control loop • Bad structural design -frequency

• Backlash in the control loop
• Uneven concrete pier
• Flat spotted driving wheel

• Perform analyses of structure
with drive frequency input

I

I

6.2.9 Acceleration/ shaking too
high from start/stop or resonance

2. Due to induced motions from
the Tracker

• Un-tuned or badly tuned Tracker
control loop inducing vibrations
to the structure

• Analyse structure with tracker
loading input.

C

I

6.2.10 Accumulator/air pipe/air
bag busting causing injury/ damage or
explosion (see facility system)

1. Refer to Facility B I

This event can occur as a result of first level
1 and 2
(Refer to facility section)

I

1. Lightning protection system
not effective in the facility

I

6.2.11 Damage to equipment or
injury to people due to lightning

2. Loose earth or disconnected
ground

A

I

6.2.12 Cable wrap getting
disconnected from the structure

1. Loose nuts or bolts • Wear and tear of the nuts or
bolts

• Unevenly movement of the
structure due to poor interface

B I

6.3 Dome subsystem

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 or
2 and 3 or
4

I

1. Dome not properly secured
on to the ring wall

• Install a clampdown mechanism I

2. Dome blown away by strong
wind/storm etc

• Design for survival conditions
• Clampdown

I

6.3.1 Dome falling off the ring
wall

3. Ring wall failure or ring wall
not strong enough to carry
the load

• Stress analysis for the facility
• Carry out simulations with realist

loading values

A

I

1. Dome crane interface • Provide adequate clearance when
dome crane not in use

6.3.2 Stationary dome crane
interfering with the structure/man lift/
tracker

2. Crane not stowed • Sensors to sense dome crane
position

B R

6.3.3  Dome crane carrying a
load (e.g. Payload) and it crashes on
to anything

1. Crane operator error • Only specific trained dome crane
operators shall carry out such
operations

B R

6.3.4 Person falling off the dome 1. Un-commanded movement A I

6.3.5 Dome catching fire 1. Inadequate earthing system Refer to facility section • Refer to SALT Electrical
Requirement document

A I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

2. Welding or smoking near
flammable material

• Electrical bonding of all dome
components

• Appropriate warning signs

I

3. Earthing system failure • No maintenance carried out on
earth system

I

4. Electrical fault • Trip switches
• Over-current sensor
• Fuses

I

5. Sunlight on primary mirror • Dome failed to close I

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes:
1 and 2 or
1 and 3 or
1 and 4 or
1 and 5 or
2 and 5

I

1. Someone on the Dome I

2. Un-commanded movement I

3. Telescope operator error I

4. Telescope operator does not
know

I

6.3.6 Injury to a person on the
dome e.g. Hands get stuck between
the ring-wall and dome

5. Personnel gets his hand
stuck between the dome and
the ring wall

• Personnel error • Design some cover to hide the
interface between the dome and
ring wall and prevent easy access

B

I

6.3.7 Dome crane carrying more
than designed capacity (1000kg)

1. • Sound alarm if the load is more
than crane capacity

• Design in an interlock to prevent
over capacity of the crane

B I

2. Undersized dome crane • Use reputable crane manufacturer

3. Crane failure • Display dome crane capacity
• Use Crane for the designed

loading only

6.3.8 Dome crane falling off

4. Dome shell failure • Incorporate dome crane loading in
dome shell design

A I

1. Operator error • Procedures

2. Cable breaks • Ageing • Routine maintenance

6.3.9 Dome crane dropping its
payload or bumping into the structure
/tracker or man lift

3. Rigging procedure • Unauthorised rigging personnel
• Procedural fault

A I

6.3.10 Acceleration, shaking and
vibration too high in the dome

1. Unstable Control loop
2. Wind shaking

C I

This event can occur as a result of first level causes
1 or 2 and 3
2 and 4
3 and 4

I

1. Operator fails to notice the
rain

• Rain detector failure
• Communications failure
• Electronics failure

I

6.3.11 Rain/snow/wind/ falling into
Tracker, mirrors due to opened
shutters

2. Shutter will not close
electrically

• Power to the shutter failed
• Shutter motor failure
• Shutter manual control failure
• Signal to close the shutter not

received or slip ring problem

B

I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

3. Shutter will not close by
mechanical means

• Shutter dislocated from rail
• Shutter mechanical control

mechanism failure

4. Operator error

I

This event can occur as a result of first failure causes
1 and 2 and 3 or
4

I

1. Soft limit switch failure • Fatigue
• Broken switch stay closed

always

• Design fail safe R

2. Electrical limit switch failure • • I
3. Hard stop failure • Fatigue • Manual closing override limits R

6.3.12 Shutter falling off the rails

4. Shutters blown away by
strong wind

• The clamps get loose
• Drive/Guide wheel assembly

breaks

• Proper design

A

I

6.3.13 Un-commanded opening or
closing of shutters while person is on
shutter rails

1. Uncontrolled movements
2. Interlocks failure

Refer to 6.1.1 B I

1. Person not wearing safety
harnesses

Refer to 6.1.6 I6.3.14 Person falling off shutter
rails

2.  Refer to 6.3.9 causes 1 to 4

A

I
This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 and 2

I

1. Sunlight detector failure • Power failure to detectors
• Communication failure to

activate shutter controller and
TCS

• Control electronics failure on
detector

• Alarms
• Detector power must be from

UPS – safety critical equipment

I

6.3.15 Sun shining onto primary
mirror causing damage to telescope
electronics and equipment

2. Operator error • Telescope operator do not close
the shutter after receiving alarm

B

I

6.3.16 Dome shutter fails to close • Shutter will not close
electrically

• Shutter will not close
manually

• Shutter motor failure
• Power failure to the shutter

motor
• Slip ring failure to provide

power
• Close command to shutter

failed (radio modem failure)

• Electrical power failure
• Shutter mechanism faulty
• 

• Use UPS power for shutter
control and motor

• Mechanical means to close the
shutter must be provided

• 

B I

6.4 Facility subsystem

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

6.4.1 Fire anywhere in the facility 1. Electrical fault • Trip switch oversized
• Wiring undersized
• Wrong Fuses
• Short circuit due to damage

insulation
• Short circuit due to bad

termination

• Use adequate quality cables
• Inspect cable terminations
• Smoke detectors

A I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

2. Explosion of flammable gas
or liquid

• Smoking
• Open flame
• Welding

• Emergency exit adequate
• Place warning signs next to

flammable equipment
• Install fire extinguishers at

designated area

I

3. Sunlight on primary mirror • Dome not closed • 

4. Lightning strikes • Poor earth system design
• Broken or ineffective earth

conductors

R

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 or
2 and 3

I

1. Person slips and falls off the
ladder

• Ladder is wet • Procedure in place I

2. Person slips and falls inside
the CCAS dome

I

6.4.2 Injury to person falling off
the CCAS tower

3. External hatch in the CCAS
is open

A

P

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes below
1 and 2 or
3

I

1. Person falls trying to get into
the Tracker from the catwalk

• Person not wearing safety
harness when entering danger
area

• Warning signs I

2. Gate on the cat walk left in
open position

• Locking mechanism failure
• Personnel not following

procedure
• Personnel forgot to close the

gate and lock

• Close gate on walk way
• Keep the gate locked
• Alarm to alert that gates open in

catwalk

I

6.4.3 Person falling off the cat
walk level

3. Personnel error • Person is negligent and not
looking where is going

• Unauthorised entry

A

I

This event can occur as a result of the following first level causes
1 and 2

I

1. Person walking in the dark
or not aware of the hatch
position

• Place warning signs I

6.4.4 Person falling through
telescope floor hatch

2. Hatch is open or left opened • Personnel forgot to close the
hatch after use

• Design railings that will
automatically raised when the
hatch is opened

A

R

This event can occur as a result of the following first level causes
1 and 2

I

1. Lift has been moved from
original position

• Interlock override by another
person

I

6.4.5 Person falling down through
the lift shaft

2. Personnel error

A

I

1. Power failure • Provide ladder R6.4.6 A person stranded in the
CCAS tower

2. Lift failure • Provide ladder

D

R

This event can occur as a result of
1 or 2 or 3

R

1. Mains power failure and
standby generator failure

• Routine maintenance R

2. Suction fan failure • Motor failure • Routine maintenance R

6.4.7 Heat generated due to false
floor ventilation failure

3. Damage to the duct which
cause leaking

• Routine maintenance

D

I

1. Exposed rotating shafts
mechanism or fans

• Cover rotating machines I6.4.8 Fingers get cut or clothes
get caught by open rotating machines
e.g. shafts or fans 2. Error by maintenance

personnel
• Procedures

B

R

6.4.9 Air pressure pipe bursts 1. Outlet or regulating valve
faulty

• Inspections
• Maintenance

B I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

2. Design fault on sizing the air
pipes

I

3. Corrosion of pipes and
fittings

• Routine maintenance I

6.4.10 Sudden loss of air pressure This will affect other subsystems
Refer to 6.2 Structure

• Warning alarms D I

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes
1 and 2 or
2 and 3 or
3 and 4

I

1. Electrical mains power
failure

• Transformer fault
• Eskom electrical power failure

disruption
• Cable fault
• Electrical fault on equipment

• Routine maintenance R

2. Standby generator failure to
start

• No fuel or oil etc
• Change over switch faulty
• Cable fault
• Power overload

• Routine maintenance
• Bypass switch

R

3. UPS system failure • Battery charger failure
• Health status not being

monitored
• UPS overloaded

• Routine maintenance I

6.4.11 Disruption of telescope
operation due to power failure

4. UPS bypass not working or
faulty

• Corroded
• Fatigue

•  UPS must have bypass switch it
must be tested periodically.

• Routine maintenance

C

I

1. Poor quality of electrical
supply from Eskom

• Install power surge arresters
• Power factor correction and

filtering
• Negotiate good power supply with

Eskom

I6.4.12 Intermittent operation due to
inconsistent power supply and power
dips

2. Voltage, frequency of the
emergency generator is not
compatible with mains

• Speed control failure

C

R

This cause can occur as a result of the following first level causes
1 or 2 or 3 or 4

I

1. Refer to 6.4.12 causes 1 and
2

R

2. Pump failure • Routine maintenance
• Alarms
• Turn power off to the affected

systems when cooling liquid is not
flowing

R

3. Cooling liquid lines leaking • Inspections
• Alarms
• Use reliable pipes

R

6.4.13 Liquid coolant system
failure or pump failure

4. Faulty valve does not open • Routine maintenance
• Alarms

B

I

6.4.14 Liquid cooling leaks
causing corrosion on equipment

1. Refer to Events on tracker
overheating of equipments

• Warning alarms
• Install flow meters

D I

6.4.15 Louvers fail to close such
that rain, snow blows into the
telescope

Refer to 6.4.16 second level
causes 2

• Louvers must fail to a default
closed position

• Manual override to close

D I

This event can occur as a result of the first level causes
1 and 2

I

1. Mains power and
emergency power failure in
the telescope

R

6.4.16 Injury to personnel due to
darkness in the building

2. Emergency lights failure • Batteries discharged • Routine maintenance

B

R

6.4.17 Weather station failure
outside

1. Lightning strike or a storm • Lightning protection C I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

2. Power failure I

3. Control Electronics failure I

6.4.18 Fire in the utility building 1. Refer to 6.4.1 • Failure of fire extinguishers • Alarms to the telescope building
• Smoke detectors
• Routine maintenance

A I

6.4.19 Lift move from top position
whilst a person is climbing in or out of
the lift

1. Interlock failure
2. Personnel error

• Safety interlocks in place
• Safety acts applied

B I

This event can occur as a result of the first level cause below
1 or 2 or 3
3 and 4

I

1. Motor failure • On failure must default to close
position

I

2. Pneumatic or electrical
power failure

• On failure it must default to close
position

I

3. Drive mechanism broken
bearing or rail

• Back up system to close shutter I

6.4.20 CCAS shutter fail to open
or close, resulting in dust or rain
getting inside or resulting in mirror not
aligned

4. Failure to manually close or
open the CCAS shutter

• Manual operation must be
possible as a backup

D

I

6.5 Primary Mirror subsystem

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

1. Mount failure • Mount design fault • Adequate design I6.5.1 An installed mirror
segment falling off to the ground and
breaks

2. Bad handling of segments
during transporting/
installation

• Dropping the segment during
removal from the truss

• Dropping the segment from the
dome crane

• Segment falling off the trolley
• Segment falling while cleaning
• Dropping the segment and

injuring someone
• Crane failure in store room and

dropping the payload
• Operator error

• Design safe handling methods
• Train personnel on the use of the

crane
• Segments must be secured at all

times during installation on a truss

B

I

6.5.2 Truss sliding off the base
wedge

1. Kinematic mounts failure • Design fault • Design robust and tested
kinematic mounts

A I

6.5.3 Damage to equipment due
to overheating (Electronics)

Refer to Overheating in the
Tracker subsystem

• Switch power off to the circuits
that are affected

• Provide Igloo for PM electronics

B I

6.5.4 Condensation on mirror
segments due to cold surfaces

1. Failure of dew point
measuring system

2. Cooling system failure
3. Temperature fluctuations

near the PM
4. Rain due to open shutters
5. Operator error

• Dew point electronics failure
• Pump on the cooling system

failure
• Temperature measurement

failure

• Design for effective air
conditioning system

D I

6.5.5 Injury to person on the
primary mirror

1. Telescope rotates while
person working or cleaning
segments

2. Person not wearing safety
harnesses falls

3. Person hit by dome crane
4. Un controlled Dome crane

movement

• Interlocks failure permitting the
structure to turn while person is
working

• Refer to Tracker section

• Unauthorised operator of crane
• Dome crane control faulty

• Fail safe method
• Implement safety rules for fall

protection i.e. wear harnesses
• Wear hard hat in the dome area
• Carry a radio in the dome area for

communicating with control room
staff

• Procedure to work on mounts
must be in place

B I
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UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

5. Mount mechanism moves
while person has hand inside
the mechanism on the mount

must be in place

The event can occur as a result of the first failure causes below
1 and 2 or
2 and 3
3 only
1. Operator error • Operator does not know

someone is inside the plant
• Untrained operator
• Interlocks not functional

• Design safe electrical interlock
• Train staff on procedures

I

2. Plant accidentally switched
on while a person is inside

• High power Interlocks failure
• Unauthorised operator

6.5.6 Person gets electrocuted or
shocked or burnt due to high power in
the coating plant

3. Unsafe electrical design • Poor design • Design a safe electrical control
circuitry

• Design a fail safe system

A

I

6.5.7 Person gets poisoned or
burnt by chemicals in the coating plant

1. Operator not wearing special
clothing

2. Safe keeping of dangerous
chemicals not followed

• Operator not following proper
procedures

• Expose to Caustic soda, and
other dangerous chemicals

• Personnel to be trained on
handling chemicals

B I

6.5.8 Equipment damaged in the
vacuum / high current coating plant:
• Edge sensors
• Actuators
• Mounts

1. EMI induce on edge sensors
as a result of high current in
the chamber

2. Poor design of edge sensors,
actuators or mounts

3. Damage due to vacuum

• Design equipment that withstand
vacuum and high current

• Cover the electronics when taking
into the chamber

B I

6.6 TCS subsystem

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

6.6.1 Computer hard disk
failing/data loss

D

6.6.2 Firewall computer fails and
loose contact to the outside world

D

6.6.3 Time source electronics
system failure

D

6.6.4 Software Viruses/bugs
TBC

D

6.6.5 Hackers bypass the
firewall on network

D

6.6.6 Network communication
failure

C

6.6.7 SA or and SO workstations
crashing during operation

D

6.6.8 GPS station/ time source
strike by lightning

C
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6.7 Telescope System

UNDESIRABLE EVENTS FIRST LEVEL CAUSES SECOND LEVEL CAUSES PREVENTIVE MEASURES SEVE-
RITY

ESTIM
FREQUE

1. Part gets loose from Tracker
e.g. electronics box detached
from the Tracker

• Too much vibrations
• Not initially bolted properly

• Design system with minimal
vibrations

• Torque all bolts and nuts of the
Tracker/structure etc.

I6.7.1 Part or parts  of Tracker
falling off

2. Dropping components during
maintenance e.g. dropping
SAC while removing from
the Tracker

• Operator fails to drive Dome
crane

• Under design of the Dome crane

• Train operators on how to use
crane and procedure

• Design adequate Dome crane
capacity

• Do inspections on all cranes
• At least two persons when using

dome crane

B

R

1. Loose bolts or nuts • Unsecured bolts or nuts I

2. Too much vibration on
structure

• Design structure with Minimal
vibrations

• Torque bolts/nuts
• Secure add-ons properly
• Wear hard hats

I

6.7.2 Small parts above the
primary mirror falling off such as nuts,
bolts, cooling pipes,

3. Tools or components not
secured to the harnesses
worn by personnel or the
Tracker

• Personnel not using safety
procedure

• Human error fall from the hand
• Forgetting tools or components

on the Tracker
• Safety net not provided under the

Tracker

• Maintenance personnel to attach
tools to their lanyards

• Personnel to wear hard hats while
working in the dome

• Controlled toolbox shall be used
• Safety nets shall be used during

maintenance

B

R

6.7.3 Parts of the dome falling off
such as dome crane, lights etc.

1. Not properly secured
equipments to the ring wall
or Dome

2. Too much Vibration in the
Dome

B I

1. Personnel working below not
wearing hard hats

6.7.4 Injury to a person working
under the tracker during maintenance
struck by a bolt or tools.

2. No safety net under the
tracker

• Personnel disregarding safety
procedures

• People on the Tracker not aware
there is person working below

• Human error by dropping
spanner, component etc.

• Implement procedure to be in
place for personnel working in
Dome

• Personnel to wear hard hats while
in the dome

• Safety nets shall be used during
maintenance

B I

1. Grounding of electrical
system not effective

• Loose earth wire (non contact)
• Corroded earth wire
• No maintenance of earth system
• Bad earth material used
• Poor electrical bonding
• Lightning strike

• Design effective grounding
system

• Effective lightning protection
installation

I6.7.5 Electrical shock due to
220V or Eskom mains (11 kV)

2. Person error • Maintenance personnel fails to
Isolate and earth installation
before maintenance

• Procedures in place

A

I

6.7.6 Damage to sensitive
electronics equipment due to static

1. Poor shielding design
2. Poor earthing and Bonding of

equipments
3. Broken earthing straps

• Shield electronics which
susceptible to EMI

• Refer to SALT Electrical
Requirement document for
safeguarding of equipment from
ESD.

C I

6.7.7 Electric shock, static due to
ESD on the mirror segments

1. Electrical bonding not
properly designed and
implemented

2. Earthing not implemented on
mirror segments

3. Broken earth wire

• Design Fault
• Single point grounding
• Bad choice of earthing material
• Improper installation of

grounding system
• No inspection or maintenance of

ground system

• Design and implement grounding,
shielding and bonding as per
SALT electrical requirement
document

C I
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6.7.8 Lightning strike on CCAS
causing fire or damage to equipment

1. Poor earth system design of
the facility

2. Poor Lightning design

• Refer to SALT electrical standard A I

6.7.9 Structure catching fire 1. Facility earth wire broken
2. Air bearing bags catches fire

(Rubber )
3. Welding the structure which

is not properly grounded.

• Routine maintenance
• Fire extinguishers
• Correct Circuit breakers

A I
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7 Annexure A:  Safety Certificate

The safety certificate in this appendix shall be filled out by the subcontractor who is
responsible for the design and manufacture of a particular subsystem.

Safety Certificate
To be completed for all items of SALT equipment. Continue on next page if required.

Equipment Description: Part Number:

Issuing Company: Serial numbers of equipment:

Specification Number: Acceptance Test Report Number:

A. List of items covered by this certificate:
Hardware Item Part Numbers Software Item Part Numbers

B. Description of Safety Analysis process followed:
Briefly describe the safety analysis procedure or identify the document defining the process.

C. Safety-Critical conditions specifically analysed
List the specific potentially unsafe conditions/failures that have been considered and are addressed in the design.

D. Special Operating and Maintenance precautions
Identify specific Operational or Maintenance precautions that are required to ensure safe use of the item (or refer to applicable manuals).

E. List of known Concessions and Deviations
Identify any deviations from the required performance of the item, whether or not these have been approved by the client.
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F. Declaration

We hereby declare that:
• The equipment identified above and comprising of the hardware and software components identified in A. has been

tested and found to comply with its specification except as indicated in E.
• The specification and test results are fully documented in the Specification and Acceptance Test Report referenced

above.
• The equipment has been analysed with respect to its intended use (as described in B. and C.), appropriate safety

measures have been incorporated and it is considered safe to use subject to the special precautions identified in D.

Name:________________________________ Designation:_______________________________________

Signature:_____________________________ Date:_____________________________

G. Approval by Safety Committee

Name:________________________________ Designation:_______________________________________

Signature:_____________________________ Date:_____________________________


